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Across 
 

    

1 Location of Neo-Nazi enclave operating out 23 Taxed Enough Already (initials) 

 of boxing gym at centre of recent protests 24 Nazis Out Of Sunshine (initials) 

8 Lone nut (initials) 
 

Down 
9 City destroyed by G-d for unspeakable  

 wickedness 1 Confronting, nine-piece, nu/death metal band  

10 Australian supermarket chain and meeting  from Des Moines known for scabrous nihilism  

 point (in carpark of West Sunshine store) for   (Mate. Feed. Kill. Repeat., People = Shit etc.) 

 recent anti-Nazi protests  and scary masks 

12 Prefix denoting technological enhancement,  2 Having hoofs 

 labour-saving automation or absence of basic 3 Syntactic Structures or Sensual Seduction or  

 humanity (call, cop, debt etc.)  Surfin’ Safari (initials) 

13 Restricted military area in central Victoria 4 Poetic form employed by Andrew Marvell in 

 associated with National Service and training   famous paean to crushing of Irish by Cromwell  

 of conscripts for war in Vietnam (referenced   in 1650 

 memorably by Redgum) (abbrev.) 5 I Do, I Do, I Do, I Do, … … Catchy Abba song  

15 Controversial Stephen King novel about   (1, 2) 

 misfit children terrorized by evil clown in  6 Unwatchable film masterpiece of Kon Ichikawa 

 leafy New England setting    (released in West as Fires on the Plain) about 

16 “… barada nikto” Debonair alien played by  descent into madness and cannibalism of last 

 Michael Rennie in 1951 Cold War classic   remnant of Japanese army stranded on island in 

 (with mysterious, untranslated alien message  Philippines after defeat in 1945 (Japanese title) 

 inspiring endless speculation amongst nerds  7 Love, hate, happiness, despair, anger, fear, loss,  

 as to meaning) (also cautionary, eco-themed   resentment, envy, self-pity, self-hatred, nervous  

 2008 remake starring Keanu Reeves and   apprehension, hopelessness, existential dread 

 obnoxious earth child)  etc., etc. 

18 Steal, kidnap, capture, apprehend, seize, grab 11 Contentious slogan from BLM movement (not 

19 Expressing the movement or action with the   “Always Was Always Will Be”, “Pay the rent!”, 

 result that someone or something becomes   “White silence = violence or “I can’t breathe”)  

 enclosed or surrounded by something else;  (initials) 

 also taking a passionate interest in something 14 Kenneth Anger or King Ahab or Kemal Ataturk  

 (“He’s really … speed metal”)  (initials) 

21 Old Testament or Ozzy Tyres (initials) 17 … Others US Goth metal overlords from Portland 

22 Pioneering, British proto-thrash/speed metal    (When Will Gods Work Be Done etc.) 

 band formed in Newcastle upon Tyne in 1979 20 Tommy and Ozzy (initials) 

 enjoying recent revival (FKA Blind Fury)    

 (and Pariah)  7 Oct 2023 

 


